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ABSTRACT
There are discrepancies between deterministic mine planning and the actual mining process
due to geological uncertainties associated with mineral deposits and inherent production
system variabilities. The misalignment between the planning process and the actual mine
production process often leads to non-achievement of production outcomes. Stochastic mine
planning has been developed to minimise these misalignments but it is computationally in-
tense and requires constraint functions to operate effectively. However, the stochastic mine
planning approaches in literature do not have an embedded process analysing the interac-
tions between the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and the mine production activities.
This dissertation proposes an approach to study the interactions/correlations between KPIs
used to measure the progress of a mining operation and the mining activities. The Multi-
nomial Logistic Regression (MLR) approach is a non-linear and non-normal measurement
method which can assist in understanding the behaviour of mine production activities when
compared to assessed KPIs. The MLR model can also assist in establishing which produc-
tion activities require maximisation or minimisation in attaining the desired KPIs.
This study shows that 71% of the KPIs for a case study in mining production system are
influenced by the movements of the production activities in the mining process and the
level of uncertainty on the forecasted KPIs is reduced through applying the MLR model.
This method will help mining companies in assessing in the initial stages of mine planning
the mine production activities that management should focus on to achieve desired KPIs
by directing more effort and resources to these statistically significant activities.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Chapter overview
This chapter introduces the mine planning concept, its limitations and a possible solution
which is discussed throughout this dissertation. Section 1.2 outlines the background infor-
mation to the problem researched. Section 1.3 discusses the problem in depth. Section 1.4
provides a brief explanation on the process planned by the mine planning method. Section
1.5 adds on the information provided in Section 1.3 by outlining further the importance of
this dissertation in resolving existing limitations stated in Section 1.2. Section 1.6 discusses
the objective of the study and Section 1.7 defines all definitions used in the dissertation.
Finally, Section 1.8 concludes the chapter by providing, the structure of the dissertation.
1.2 Background
Mine planning plays a critical role in activities preceding the successful operation of a
mine production system. Inputs into the planning process have traditionally been aver-
age values that result in a deterministic mine production plan. This is in contrast to the
actual production process where temporal values of both inputs and outputs are actually
stochastic in nature. This dichotomy between plans and actual activities has often led
to non-achievement of production outcomes. Consequently, there has been gradual de-
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velopments within the minerals industry where mining companies have to face litigations
or lawsuits from investors for non-delivery of promised outcomes. For example, in recent
times financiers of mining projects have started resorting to litigation against the project
proponents, claiming that they were misled into investing in a project that would neither
be completed on time nor within budget. A case in point is the shareholder class action
lawsuit led against NovaGold over the Galore Creek copper-gold project in which costs were
revised to 127% greater than the initial estimates and the project was two and half years
behind schedule (Mineweb (2008a), Mineweb (2008b), Mineweb (2009)).
Kwok and Roantree (2014) stated that Hong Kong’s securities regulator was suing the Chi-
nese conglomerate CITIC Ltd. over misconduct linked to the $2bn FX loss suffered in 2008.
This loss was suffered due to an investment in a troublesome Australian iron mine which did
not meet its planned target and failed to provide returns. Kosich (2013), on the other hand
suggested that after the recent 2009 financial crisis, investors have been pulling away from
risky investments. Hence junior mining companies are fighting for survival since capital
funding of mining projects is limited. These instances cited by Kosich (2013) and Kwok
and Roantree (2014) illustrate the severity under which the mining industry is operating,
as well as the consequences of failing to meet planned targets.
In order to respond to the challenges described above, there have been attempts to develop
ways in creating more robust mine plans that recognise the mining process as a stochastic
process. This is an emerging discipline broadly referred to as stochastic mine planning.
Examples of such studies include Mustafa (2010), Dimitrakopoulos (2011), Newby et al.
(2012) and Ramazan and Dimitrakopoulos (2013).
1.3 Problem statement
Literature suggests that there has been a developing paradigm shift from deterministic mine
planning towards stochastic mine planning. This research study explores how interdepen-
dent mining activities that are characteristically stochastic in nature interact to result in
2
the production Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). Such KPIs include tonnage and grade
of milled ore and the resultant mineral product produced. The key question is “how do
stochastic activities in a mining production system interact to produce the resultant KPIs?”
In order to answer this question, realistic hypothetical probability distributions for mining
activities are assumed for a mining production system to establish questions such as “if the
distribution for a particular activity is modified with a view to reduce uncertainty, how does
this affect the overall production system?”. For example, “how would a 10% tightening in
the distribution of a production activity within a production system impact on the overall
production system?”
1.4 Description and analysis of a typical mine production
system
The mine production process explained and outlined in Figure 1.1 represents a typical iron
ore mining process. An assumption is made that all mining processes used in extracting
the commodity are typically the same excluding the refining process. Hence this study will
assume that the process outlined below is a generic mining process and using Figure 1.1 it
is broken down into four broad steps (drill, blast, load, haul, process):
• This is an open pit mining process which implies that the first step involves drilling
and blasting holes in the ground as outlined in Figure 1.1;
• Subsequent to the initial step is blasting which disintegrates the intact rock into
fragmented rock or ore that can be easily loaded onto transport units;
• The fragmented rocks are then transported out of the mine to a processing plant; and
• In the processing plant the mineral product is recovered and waste fines are then
dumped onto a slimes dam.
All of these processes defined above inform the mine production activities and various data
from these steps is then collected. The collected data is then used in an algorithm to
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Figure 1.1: An example of a typical mine production system
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optimise the process further. This section aids the conceptualisation of mine production
activities and how they interact to produce the KPIs used in monitoring the progress of
mining. The first step is the exploration process where geologists explore the area to be
mined in relation to the ore available. The second step involves mine design, where mine
planning is conducted and other related issues such as environmental studies are done.
Subsequent to this step, “mine construction” is conducted which includes building of the
infrastructure that will facilitate easier extraction and production. Thereafter, is the mine
production process, as discussed in the bullet points above. Lastly, when mining stops
permanently final rehabilitation of the environment is done.
1.5 Significance of the dissertation
McCulloch (2009) studied the impact of litigations to the mining industry because of work-
related diseases. McCulloch (2009) stated that over 250 000 jobs were lost due to regulatory
reforms on disease compensations and due to lawsuits induced onto the gold mining indus-
try. An important element to take from McCulloch (2009) is that mining litigations can
wipe out attained returns if they are not prevented. Indeed, as a result of litigations,
four major mining players were left operating namely; AngloGold, AvGold, Goldfields and
RandGold (McCulloch, 2009). Similar inferences, if investigated, can be drawn for other
mining operations other than gold mining as discussed by McCulloch (2009).
Mining is very sensitive to costs, therefore minimisation of negative influences can improve
its sustainability in the South African economy. Another example is the recent wage-strike
in the mining sector in 2014. Mining companies such as Amplats and Lonmin threatened to
cut jobs. This is due to the losses incurred from the suspended mine production activities
caused by the strike. The mining industry is severely affected by operational and regulatory
risks due to the mining operations. Therefore, any form of understanding relating to inputs
feeding into the mine plan and outputs set as targets is beneficial in reducing some of the
inefficiencies currently existing in the mining process.
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Studying the interactions between the mine production activities and resultant KPIs from a
stochastic mine planning perspective might provide insightful information. This can improve
on over-runs and minimise litigations due to such over-runs in an overall mining process.
Constant improvements on the mine planning processes are important. This will ensure
that all preliminary budgeting figures and mining targets governing the mine production
activities are close to the actual realizations yield by the mining process. Therefore, a study
looking into the correlation with an aim of improving on inefficiencies in mining operations
is useful in guaranteeing sustainable mining operations. Lastly, stochastic mine planning in
the current literature does not account for these interactions as discussed in Section 1.2.
1.6 Objective of the dissertation
The objective of this research is to:
• establish interactions between interdependent production activities in a hypothetical
mining production system considering the stochastic nature of the mining production
activities. Such understanding of stochastic interactions of variables will improve the
understanding of stochastic mine planning.
1.7 Important terms used throughout the dissertation
This section outlines and defines some of the key terms used in this research, although
some of the definitions are defined in the dissertation as it progresses. Some definitions are
explained below:
Definition 1 Actual targets are mined mineral tonnage or ore grade produced in a mining
process.
Definition 2 Constraint function(s) are secondary functions in an optimization model
which are used in solving the optimization problem by narrowing the feasible region of the
solution set.
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Definition 3 Correlation is the degree of association between two or more random vari-
ables. For example, if random variables X and Y have a correlation of −0.70 then this
implies that an increase in X will result in a 70% decrease in Y .
Definition 4 A correlation matrix is a mathematical representation of a correlation struc-
ture between two or more random variables.
Definition 5 Dependent variables are mining production activities measurements in the
mining process. For example, ore grade collected in mine production is a dependent variable
in mining.
Definition 6 Deterministic mine planning is a premeditated course of action based on
average values collected from historical mine production figures, adjusted as necessary.
Definition 7 A finite method is a method of finding a solution to a particular problem
where problem boundaries and assumptions are predefined, and the method terminates in a
finite number of iterations.
Definition 8 Independent variables are variables which are manipulated in order to deter-
mine the corresponding values of dependent variables in a model setting.
Definition 9 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are output variables of quantities used
in measuring the progress of a mining process.
Definition 10 A mine plan is a complete schedule that is used by a mine to ensure that
it is within the limit in terms of project timelines, budget and financial objectives of the
mining project. A mine plan is the end-product of a feasible mine planning and effective
scheduling processes.
Definition 11 Mine planning, according to Bhattacharya (2007), is a premeditated course
of action of extracting natural minerals resources optimally.
Definition 12 Mine production activities are courses of actions driving the mining process.
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Definition 13 Mining is the extraction of mineral resources and the refinement of these
minerals to sell in the market for positive economic returns.
Definition 14 Multinomial Logistic Regression (MLR) is a mathematical model used to
analyse categorical independent variables with more than two levels.
Definition 15 Open pit mining is the extraction of mineral resources through drilling start-
ing from the surface.
Definition 16 Optimisation is an iterative mathematical process used to determine the
”best” or optimum solution.
Definition 17 A planned target is an estimated pre-planned target of mineable mineral
resources in a particular mine production process.
Definition 18 Stochastic mine planning is a premeditated course of action based on the
data collected from historical mine production figures and as well incorporating uncertainty
into the modelling processes.
Definition 19 Underground mining is when mineral resources are extracted from the earth
by excavating openings or shafts leading below ground level. These shafts are used to trans-
port miners to the location of the mineral resources where the extraction takes place.
1.8 Structure to the dissertation
In addition to this chapter there are five more chapters to give a total of six chapters. Chap-
ter 1 (Introduction) provides background information to the problem statement, articulates
the problem statement and research question, and provides an outline of the dissertation.
Chapter 2 (Literature review) provides an analysis of literature on the subject matter, high-
lighting why the research study is important. Chapter 3 (Correlation methods) discusses
correlation methods in general. Chapter 4 (MLR methodology) details the methodology
followed and provides the hypothetical data used in the study. Chapter 5 (Hypothetical
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platinum mine case study and model analysis) provides detailed empirical analysis based
on the problem presented in Chapter 2 as well as outlining briefly the mining production
scenario described by the data investigated in this dissertation. Conclusions and recommen-
dations are presented in Chapter 6 (Conclusions and Recommendations). The dissertation
ends by referencing all sources of information used in the study and appendices supporting
the work in the body of the dissertation.
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Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Chapter overview
This chapter presents a literature survey of all discussions drawn from the studies about
the research question highlighted in Section 1.3. Section 2.2 outlines the historical origin
of mining in South Africa. Section 2.3 defines challenges facing the mining sector. Section
2.4 outlines the differences between deterministic and stochastic mine planning approaches.
Section 2.5 provides a discussion on research conducted on stochastic mine planning. Section
2.6 discusses the limitations on stochastic mine planning and motivates the need for this
research. Section 2.7 concludes the chapter’s intent.
2.2 Mining overview
Modern mining operations started in the 1850s in South Africa, according to Tempelhoff
et al. (2014). Ever since, South Africa has been a major producer of precious minerals
such as diamonds, gold and platinum as well as strategic minerals, such as iron ore, coal
and uranium. PROJECTS IQ (2015) stated that, the discovery of the first diamond on the
banks of the Orange River in 1867 sparked mining exploration activities in South Africa.
The exploration activities in South Africa catalysed the discovery of the world largest gold
deposit in 1886 in the Transvaal area.
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Mining has driven and stimulated economic growth in South Africa. McCulloch (2009)
stated that mining in general contributed to the economic growth and development ob-
served in the country. In the 1970s, gold mining in South Africa contributed about 68% to
the global gold production (PROJECTS IQ, 2015). According to PROJECTS IQ (2015)
currently mining in South Africa contributes:
• On average 20% to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) directly and indirectly;
• R330 billion to the total annual income in 2014; and
• Majority of employment to the country’s citizens and non-citizens with more than one
million jobs being mining-related.
Its contributions have been vast but in recent times, this “golden goose” has been encounter-
ing countless challenges threatening its development and survival. Therefore, robust mine
planning is important, especially during this difficult period. The next section will discuss
some of the challenges faced by mines in South Africa.
2.3 Major mining events threatening its existence
The modern mining practice as known today has been in existence for about 164 years in
South Africa, according to Tempelhoff et al. (2014). As stated in Section 2.2, the discovery
of mining came with consequences as well, for example, the Anglo-Boer War. However, in
the past these cons were overshadowed by the pros the mining industry brought into the
South African economy. That being said, in recent times the mining industry is sometimes
challenged by lawsuits due to poor mine planning, negative environmental impacts and nu-
merous mining strikes.
According to SAHO, S.A.H.O (2014), the platinum strike during 2014 was the longest wage
strike in South Africa which stretched from the 23rd of January 2014 to 23rd of June 2014.
More than 70, 000 platinum mine workers were requesting a minimum wage of R12, 500.00
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per month. Although their intentions of the strike were legitimate, it was costly to the
South African mining industry and the economy. Findings by Singh (2014) suggested that
over R16-billion was lost which resulted in a GDP of less than a percent in the 4th Quarter
(Q4) of 2014. Mining strikes have negative impacts against mine production and KPIs.
Such occurrences are among major factors motivating this research. It is important to note
which of the stochastic mining activities are influential on the measured KPI and what is
the correlation between these mining activities?
Mining is not affected by strikes only; Teckcominco was sued by indigenous people in Alaska
for mining without rights (Nelsen, 2007). Lawsuits are among other external factors influ-
encing the mining processes and affecting the final KPIs. In recent times mining is also
affected by market fluctuations. Nattrass (1995) stated that, mining has long been the
backbone of South Africa’s economy. However due to rising costs, falling ore grades and
a depressed gold price1, the mining industry is struggling. According to Nattrass (1995)
gold price started falling from 1987 onwards which resulted in retrenchments. Other factors
stated by Nattrass (1995) which significantly affected the mining industry are:
• high effective rate of taxation;
• devaluation of the rand in the 1980s onwards; and
• wage demands.
These aforementioned challenges amplify the necessity of conducting robust mine planning
and understanding which mine production activities are statistically significant in the at-
tainment of the desired KPIs.
2.4 Deterministic versus stochastic mine planning
Hajdasinski (1988) stated that optimization of the mine size and life of mine have been
studied thoroughly in the 1950s and 1960s, but with the advancements of computers, these
1However in recent times the gold price has significantly improved when compared to the time stated by
Nattrass (1995).
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methodologies need reviewing. Optimization techniques are the core fundamentals of mine
planning. Numerical techniques use inputs into the mathematical model used by the op-
timization algorithm to derive the best results as outputs. Optimization is used in mine
planning to obtain optimal mine production outcomes within a planning horizon. There
are two approaches of conducting mine planning namely; deterministic and stochastic ap-
proaches. Deterministic mine planning use historical data collected from previous mine
production activities and assumes that this trend will continue in future processes. For
example, suppose the statistics in Table 2.1 are from a gold mine,
Table 2.1: Hypothetical gold mine statistics
Month Blasted Tonnes Ore Tonnes Gold price($/oz)
Jan-12 752 552 1,689.52
Feb-12 963 845 1,789.22
Mar-12 845 742 1,546.63
Apr-12 600 600 1,326.45
May-12 851 851 948.78
Jun-12 745 645 645.23
Jul-12 956 742 525.12
Aug-12 852 549 1,478.68
Sep-12 450 352 1,569.75
Average 779 653 1,279.93
In a deterministic mine planning approach the average values are used to compile and fore-
cast production and price for October 2012. There are few variations that are ignored by
this approach, hence stochastic mine planning is promoted because it incorporates the vari-
ation noted in Table 2.1. Table 2.1 also shows that mine production activities are stochastic
in nature and not static as assumed by the deterministic mine planning approach.
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The stochastic mine planning approach was mainly designed at minimising all shortcom-
ings relating to the deterministic mine planning process. Stochastic mine planning is a
complex scheduling process due to its ability to incorporate uncertainties. Sabour and
Dimitrakopoulos (2011) used a risk-based optimisation model which incorporates uncer-
tainties from both the geological and economic factors while minimizing cost. However,
they indicated the difficulties surrounding creating such planning process. Dimitrakopoulos
and Ramazan (2008) argued that the difficulties are stemming from the calibration of the
orebodies. Dimitrakopoulos (2011) agreed with the observation since in most cases stochas-
tic mine planning is unable to account for the in-situ spatial variability of the deposit grades.
In literature, stochastic mine planning is conducted using optimisation tools. Kortelev et al.
(1992) suggested that a feasibility plan will only include the optimal decision functions when
applicable in the simulation. However, Dimitrakopoulos et al. (2007) stated that stochastic
mine planning is better in calibrating the Net Present Value (NPV) of the project despite
its shortcomings echoed above.
Uncertainty is introduced into the modelling process in studies by Dimitrakopoulos and
Ramazan (2004), Dimitrakopoulos et al. (2007), Dimitrakopoulos and Ramazan (2008) and
Dimitrakopoulos (2011). Stochastic mine planning is more aligned to actual temporal values
assigned to both inputs and outputs of the actual mine production process. The preceding
statement implies that, the use of a stochastic mine planning approach minimises model
risks present in the deterministic approach due to the dichotomy between the estimated
and actual data; see Section 1.1 in the chapter overview.
Based on the discussions presented above the deterministic mine planning approach is in-
appropriate in constructing feasible mine plans due to its assumptions. However, by in-
corporating uncertainties into the modelling of a mine plan an optimization algorithm can
minimise the risks present in the deterministic approach. Flaws in deterministic mine plan-
ning are the main reasons fostering the development of more sophisticated mathematical
models and optimisation techniques known as stochastic mine planning.
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2.5 Shortcomings of deterministic mine planning approaches
Deterministic mine planning does not highlight an optimal sequencing of the mine pro-
duction activities and fails to accurately estimate the completion time. This is because
deterministic approaches use historical data as inputs and the assumption driving the pro-
cess, is that, mining activities are deterministic. These shortcomings are mainly due to
its inability to incorporate uncertainties and the randomness of mine production activities
which are calibrated in the deterministic mine planning methods. Table 2.1 shows that, by
taking the deterministic mine approach the variation in the “gold price” during May 2012
to August 2012 is ignored.
To overcome the shortcomings of the deterministic mine planning, various researchers de-
veloped stochastic optimisation algorithms incorporating random behaviour in some of the
mine production activities. For example, Dimitrakopoulos (2011) developed a stochastic
optimisation model which randomises the orebodies extracted in various mining blocks by
assuming various paths per mining block modelled. Kortelev et al. (1992) looked at the
feasibility of using mine plans in the decision making process and monitoring of a mining
production process. On the other hand, King (2011) evaluated the complexity behind the
concept of “optimality” to various mining engineers within the field. This is because some
of the mine planners will consider incorporating uncertainties into their plans by using eco-
nomic data and others by modelling uncertainties from the mining process itself.
Although stochastic mine planning incorporates uncertainties and minimizes risk when
compared to deterministic mine planning, people are more important than software or
algorithms due to their capacity to add or destroy project value (King, 2011). Therefore,
Sabour and Dimitrakopoulos (2011) focused on the procedure integrating uncertainty and
operational flexibility into open pit mine design selection. This model is different from other
models where geological and market uncertainties are taken into account (Sabour and Dim-
itrakopoulos, 2011) . There is various literature supporting the development and modelling
of the stochastic mine planning approach, namely, Mustafa (2010), Dimitrakopoulos (2011),
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King (2011) and Opoku and Musingwini (2013).
2.6 Limitations of stochastic mine planning approaches
Stochastic mine planning approaches are primarily geared to realistic optimization. In a two
dimensional platform, an optimization method is solvable manually but still demanding, see
appendix A. Optimization techniques are generally complex since they require an establish-
ment of initial values (these values kick-start the optimization process), thresholds used as
decision rules, tolerance levels and furthermore optimization techniques are computation-
ally intense. For example, consider the stochastic model with a cluster of mine blocks by
Dimitrakopoulos (2011). The cluster of mine blocks use multiple possible economic values
and the optimization method maximizes
(
s11x
1
1 + s21x
1
2 + · · ·
)
Subjected to
si1x
i
1 + si1x
i
2 + · · · ≥ bi
...
sp1x
p
1 + sp2x
p
2 + · · · ≥ bp
Here sip is the economic value of block i in period j, x
p
i is the binary decision variable related
to block i in period p and bj is a given arbitrary value of the deposit in period j. In order
to solve the above optimisation problem, one requires complex and powerful computational
tools.
Many researchers mentioned that stochastic mine planning is critical in developing feasible
mine production scheduling processes. Both the mining and mine planning processes are of
importance in completing a mining project in time, within budget and with high returns.
However, Dimitrakopoulos (2011) noted that stochastic mine planning approaches are un-
able to account for the in-situ spatial variability of the deposit grades.
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According to Journel (1983) commodity modelling data has long-tailed distributions with
the coefficient of variation in the range of 2 - 5. These effects mentioned by Journel (1983)
cause the stochastic model to be unable to detect variability of deposit grades in various sec-
tions of the mine block developed in the modelling process. Journel (1983) noted that, these
variations caused by the spatiality of the deposit grades cause some outliers. Furthermore,
Journel (1983) suggested that this situation can be fixed by:
• truncating the high-valued data, usually called outliers in statistical theories; or
• smoothing out the data by working on some smoothing function, for example, their
square roots, or natural logarithms.
The risk of the above mentioned remedial measure is losing the important information re-
quired in establishing a robust mine production scheduling process.
Stochastic approaches provided in literature do not assess the correlations between KPIs and
mining activities. Mineable resources across the mining industry have reduced significantly
when compared to the 1800s era. The economic factors driving the mining industry such
as exchange rates, currency, country rating and other factors are volatile due to unstable
circumstance across the global financial markets. In such circumstances it is of essence that
key mining activities are identified to reduce mining costs thereby increasing the returns.
By identifying the key mining activities, mine planners and other stakeholders involved
in the mining process/project can focus on these variables in terms of optimizing mining
returns or KPIs. A correlation study would be able to provide such analysis that would aid
in the identification of key mining production activities versus assessed KPIs.
2.7 Summary
This chapter highlighted that research done to date on stochastic mine planning lacks
descriptive statistics such as correlation which can be beneficial to the modelling process,
especially in subdue economic climates. The next chapter discusses correlation methods in
detail.
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Chapter 3
CORRELATION METHODS
3.1 Chapter overview
This chapter reviews the importance of correlation studies in improving the understanding
of a stochastic mine production system. Section 3.2 provides an introductory overview to
correlation analysis. Section 3.3 discusses the pitfalls of correlation. Section 3.4 discusses
different methods of modelling correlation. Section 3.5 links correlation to a stochastic mine
production system.
3.2 Correlation analysis - mine planning perspective
Correlation studies are a field which investigates the association of various variables in a
particular model. These studies depend on the joint distribution of the measured variables
and their individual standard deviation. Therefore, in mine planning such a measure is help-
ful because it can provide an insight as to how movements in the mine production activities
will translate to the KPIs monitored monthly. The problem of calculating correlation lies
in the determination of the joint distribution, especially if the individual distributions are
unknown.
Over the years various stochastic methods have been developed since most of the empiricists
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in science and engineering have realised their problems were not centralised in the normal
distribution theory. Kutner et al. (2005) noted that, the development of correlation or as-
sociation measurement originated from normal distribution and linear modelling theories.
Furthermore, the problem deviates from the normal distribution and linear modelling the-
ories since the error term grows enormously depending on the alternative method selected.
Most modellers leverage on the fact that, the rejection region can be expanded beyond the
traditional 5% depending on the limitations of the data and method used. Hence the use
of non-conventional methods is permitted.
3.3 Shortcomings in correlation analysis or modelling
Correlation studies conducted for medical studies have limitations outlined below. Grimes
and Schulz (2012) stated, the following shortcomings are associated with correlation anal-
ysis:
• Correlation studies fail to answer the five “W”: Who? What? Why? When? Where?;
• Correlation studies are used as a supplement to a more sophisticated model. This
implies that correlation alone cannot solve the problem but is an addition to an
existing method. For example, this correlation study can be an addition to the existing
stochastic mine planning method developed by Dimitrakopoulos (2011); and
• Hypotheses and theorems cannot be formulated from a correlation analysis.
Therefore, the correlation method developed can be seen as supplementing and not replacing
the existing mine planning approach implemented in mining at present.
3.4 Correlation methods
In many related fields, correlation has been vastly investigated. For example, in medical
science, Schrauzer et al. (1977) investigated the correlation effects of taking selenium in
cancer patients. The results obtained when using Pearson correlation coefficient is negative
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and close to −0.80 for female patients; this suggests that taking selenium reduces cancer.
Huff and Shipp (1969) in the field of meteorology discussed the spatial correlation analysis
for weather pattern involving storms. Spatial correlation is the multivariate of the Pearson
correlation study. This correlation study in mining will assist by highlighting which of the
mine production activities have either negative or positive impact on the identified KPIs.
The correlation study will show which activities or variables are important to the KPIs. The
following sub-sections discuss possible correlation methods that can be used in resolving the
problem statement mentioned in Section 1.3.
3.4.1 Pearson correlation
The Pearson correlation is used widely in linear models. The Pearson correlation coefficient
indicates the relationship of two random variables where the underlying assumption is that,
these variables are linear and follow a normal distribution. Given X and Y as random
variables, the Pearson correlation is calculated as follows:
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Step 1. INPUT
Xi and Yi are observed explanatory and response variables, respectively, ∀ i = 1, · · · , n.
Step 2. OUTPUT
ρ is the correlation measure.
Step 3. Pearson correlation method
Calculate the interaction term, that is COV(X,Y)=
∑m
i=1 (Y − E(Y )) (X − E(X)) where,
E(X) =
1
m
m∑
i=1
Xi
and
E(Y ) =
1
m
m∑
i=1
Yi
are sample means. The modulus of the calculated quantity COV(X,Y) can be greater than 1, hence
it is normalized as
ρ =
COV(X,Y)
σxσy
,
where ρ  [−1,+1], σx and σy are the respective standard deviations of the two random variables.
Pearson correlation method was developed as a supplementary approach in understanding
the variables modelled under linear regression models. The entire correlation calculation
is based on the assumption that, the response variable Y is linearly associated to the
explanatory variable X. This correlation is deemed computable if the following assumptions
hold in the modelled linear function:
• Y ∼ N(µ, σ2) since the error term i ∼ N(0, σ2) and the linear combination of the
normal random variable follows a normal distribution;
• limm→∞
(∑m
i=1 (Yi − E(Y ))2
)
= a or limm→∞
(∑m
i=1 (Xi − E(X))2
)
= b, where “(a,b)”
are convergent values, (a, b) R2 and m is the sample size. This implies that, the scat-
terplot of the variance should approximate a uniform distribution pattern (known as
homoscedasticity); and
• Y should be written as a linear combination of Xi.
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The Pearson correlation function shown in Section 3.4.1 returns values between -1 and +1.
ρ>0 indicates a positive correlation (i.e. an increase in X leads to an increase in Y ) and
ρ<0 indicates a negative correlation (i.e. an increase in X leads to an decrease in Y ).
3.4.2 Spatial correlation
Spatial correlation is a multivariate correlation structure which assumes that the various
random vectors compared within the matrix follow a normal distribution. This method
follows a similar analogy to Section 3.4.1 but COV(X,Y) is not linear since E(X) and
E(Y ) are variant. The spatial correlation at the concentrated areas is very small. The
methodology of this approach is not outlined due to its complexity.
3.4.3 Kendall-Tau correlation
Kendall Tau correlation is a nonparametric correlation method that tests rank correlation
coefficients. Kendall Tau (i.e. τk) is usually used for discrete circumstances where the tested
variable pairs are ranked and their ranking is used to decide whether they are concordant
or discordant. A pair of variables is concordant if and only if xi and yi have the same rank
at level i and discordant if otherwise. Numerically Kendall Tau correlation is calculated as
follows:
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Step 1. INPUT
Xi and Yi are observed explanatory and response variables, respectively ∀ i = 1, · · · , n.
Step 2. OUTPUT
τk is the correlation measure.
Step 3. Kendall-Tau approach
Create pairs of X and Y ,
F = {(X1, Y1), (X2, Y2), (X3, Y3), · · · , (Xj , Yj)} .
Then sort F ↑. Calculate
τk =
P (A)− P (B)
1
2N(N − 1)
.
where P (A) is the number of concordant pairs, P (B) is the number of discordant pairs and N is
the total sample size modelled.
However, nonparametric tests are less powerful in predicting correlation than conventional
methods since a lot of variation in the variables modelled is lost in the ranking and nor-
malising processes. Other tests such as the Mann-Whitney follow the same approach as
outlined in the Kendall-Tau correlation approach.
3.5 Application of correlation modelling in mining
As discussed in Chapter 1 that the stochastic mine planning approach operates under the
assumption that the KPIs and mine production activities are stochastic, these can be defined
as follows,
{Xi(t) : −∞<t<∞} ,∀i = 1, · · · , n(denotes the studied mine production activities).
and
{Yi(t) : −∞<t<∞} ,∀i = 1, · · · , n(denotes the studied KPIs).
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Since Xi(t) and Yi(t) are random variables, then from preceding sections these are also
nonlinear. Furthermore, in the correlation approach, dependency between variables has to
be assumed because if not, correlation equates to zero. Modelling dependency is another
stumbling block in the numerical analysis, especially if the data available is insufficient to
infer the relationship between the factors to be tested. The copulas method1 can be used
in this case. The copulas method works best in stable functions but, mining data is not
predictable due to its inherent uncertainties. From these discussions, it can be gauged that
modelling correlation under the assumptions outlined in Chapter 1 will be complex and
difficult to compute.
To address the shortcomings outlined, correlation is modelled under linear assumptions.
Kutner et al. (2005) stated that MLR models can be translated into a linear model using
log transformation. Magagula et al. (2015) proved that the KPIs modelled against the mine
production activities under a linear function follow the MLR model. This implies that the
Pearson correlation method can be used and inferred on the MLR model. The method below
briefly describes the correlation computation under linear assumptions for mine planning.
Let Wi(t) be the mine production activities and Ri(t) be the KPIs.
Wi(t) = (Xi(tk)−Xi(tk−1)) /Xi(tk) such that Wi(t)Q.
and
Ri(t) = (Yi(tk)− Yi(tk−1)) /Yi(tk) such that Ri(t)Q.
Then create Gi(t) that is partitioning Ri(t) into positive natural numbers which implies
Gi(t)Z+.
Then
Gi(t) =Wi(t) · · · (Gi(t) has m levels, m >2)
The model outlined above is a Multinomial Logistic Regression (MLR) model which is dis-
1Joint distribution creator method given unrelated distributions.
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cussed in detail in Chapter 4. Using this notation it follows that the MLR model is defined
as,
Gi(t) = 1 + exp(−β0 − βjWi(t)) + i,
whereGi(t) is the transformed KPIs,Wi(t) is the transformed explanatory variables, (β0, βj)
are unknown parameters and i is the error rate taken.
Taking natural logarithms on both sides transforms this into a linear function which implies
one can calculate the correlation using the Pearson methodology. It follows that,
ρ =
{
k∑
i=1
(Gi(t)− E(Gi(t))) (Wi(t)− E(Wi(t)))
}
/σWi(t)σGi(t).
Since natural logs were applied under the nonlinear environment, the correlation is calcu-
lated as,
θ = exp(ρ)− 1.
3.6 Summary
Stochastic mine planning incorporates uncertainties from geological phenomena or economic
perspectives or both (Dimitrakopoulos, 2011). Data from the stochastic event is usually
heavy tail distributed, see (Journel, 1983). Due to the fact that distributions are skewed
either to the left or right, they do not follow the normal distribution. Hence Pearson
and Spatial correlation methods cannot be used without modification. The Kendall-Tau
correlation method can be implemented instead. Kutner et al. (2005) further proved that
nonparametric tests are less powerful in predictive power when compared to parametric
methods such as the Pearson correlation method. This is among many reasons for modifying
the Pearson correlation method to fit the problem outlined in Chapter 1. The next chapter
presents the proposed methodology in answering the research question.
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Chapter 4
MLR METHODOLOGY
4.1 Chapter overview
This chapter discusses the Multinomial Logistic Regression (MLR) model in relation to
the correlation method discussed in Section 3.5.1. Section 4.2 discusses the MLR method
in general. Section 4.3 outlines all tests that should be conducted to assess data fit to the
MLR model. Section 4.3 discusses the MLR method in the context of modelling correlation.
Section 4.4 outlines all estimation methods used in obtaining the results shown in Chapter
5.
4.2 MLR model in a mine planning context
There are several ways of conducting the correlation analysis as discussed in preceding
chapters but, these methods are primarily driven by the assumption of the association
between KPIs and mine production activities. These models are both linear models and
non-linear models. Kutner et al. (2005) stated that if correlation or association is assumed
to be linear, a regression model can be used in calibrating this correlation analysis in a
functional form. This is normally defined as, Y =
∑n
i=1 βix+ i, where Y is the dependent
variable (i.e. KPIs), x’s are the independent variables (i.e. mine production activities), β’s
are the unknown parameters estimated by the least square methods, and (s) is the error
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term which is normally distributed. The above model falls in a group of models called
linear regression models or Generalised Linear (GL) models. However, Sabour and Dimi-
trakopoulos (2011) noted that economic data is an essential input into the mine planning
process. Economic data are random parameters that do not follow a normal distribution.
This implies that nonlinear models, namely, Logistic Regression (LR), Multinomial Logistic
Regression (MLR) models, stochastic models (i.e. Levy-process models, Brownian motion
models, etc.), Exponential models, etc. can be considered. However, these models are fairly
complex to determine numerically due to model assumptions which must hold for the model
to be employable. Based on the data description denoted in studies mentioned earlier, a
nonlinear model (MLR approach) will be used in attaining the covariance structure pre-
sented.
The previous section outlined the main reasons behind selecting a correlation-based method
in answering the research problem. The correlation analysis approach proposed can assist
in understanding the behavior and influences of certain mine production activities with
regards to the measured KPIs. The model can also assist in establishing which mine pro-
duction activities require minimisation or maximisation in attaining the desired KPIs.
Let γ be the ratio between planned targets (denoted by α) and actual mine outputs or
outcomes (denoted by θ). Then γ will be the KPI calculated as follows:
γ = 1− [(α− θ)/α] . (4.1)
When γ is 1, it implies that the mine meets its target as stipulated in the plan. Various open
pit mines use different scales in measuring actual outputs against targets. For example,
an AngloGold Ashanti mine in Carletonville will differ when compared to a GoldFields
mine in the Free State because their capacity, resources, funding from investors, mine
design and geographical issues are completely unique. Before proposing the model, one
needs to discretize γ so that the final model developed is applied across all mines with few
modifications on the resultant KPI (i.e. γ). Table 4.1 describes the discretizing approach
for γ.
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Table 4.1: Discretisation of γ
Level γ’s interval Meaning of the levels
1 0.80<γ ≤ 1 Mine planning model adequately calibrates planned tar-
gets and incorporates uncertainties and risks in the min-
ing activities.
2 0.75 ≤ γ<0.80 Mine planning model calibrates planned targets accord-
ingly. However, there are few deviations between the
historical data and current mining outcomes. For exam-
ple, if the mining activities used in modelling planned
targets are the availability of loading equipment; there
might have been a sudden delay in loading by the load-
ing equipment for a few hours which impaired on the
actual transported tonnages.
3 0.50 ≤ γ<0.75 Differences between planned and actual are near criti-
cal levels and therefore the planning process needs re-
calibrating.
4 0.25 ≤ γ<0.50 Differences between planned and actual are at criti-
cal levels and therefore the planning process needs re-
calibrating.
5 0.00<γ ≤ 0.25 The planned targets are not attained in the actual min-
ing production system. Therefore, there may be a sud-
den major move in one of the mining activities used in
determining planned targets which was not originally
included in the planning process.
6 γ = 0.00 The planned targets are not attained in the actual min-
ing production system as there was no production due
to such factors as the legally prescribed Section 54 safety
stoppages.
This discretization of KPIs allows the research question to be solved using the Multinomial
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Logistic Regression (MLR) model. Mathematically the MLR model is generally defined as:
γ =
(
1/
{
1 +
N−1∑
i=1
eβkXi
})
(4.2)
where, N is the number of level in the response variable and βk is the unknown parameter
of Xi (which are the mine production activities).
4.3 Multinomial Logistic Regression properties and tests
The MLR model is an easily interpretable model, although it operates under non-linear
assumptions. Bayaga (2010) stated that the MLR model has the following assumptions
which makes the modelling process not to be constructive:
• It does not assume any normal distribution of variables involved;
• The relationship between the response variable and independent variables is nonlinear;
• It does not assume homoscedasticity (constant variance); and
• The independent variables need to be discrete or continuous variables.
Kutner et al. (2005) stipulated that if the nonlinear model can be translated into a linear
model, the same linear principles and tests associated with it can be used. These models
are known as the Generalised Linear Model (GLM)1. Hair, Jr. et al. (2010) proved that
under logit link function or log transformation the MLR model can be re-written as a GLM
approach which is defined as,
1Hair, Jr. et al. (2010) defined GLM as linear model which are based on three components: (1) a
variate formed by the linear combination of independent variables (i.e. the mine production activities), (2)
a probability distribution specified by the researcher based on the characteristics of the dependent variables,
and (3) a link function that denotes the connection between the variate and the probability distribution.
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Logiti = ln
{
γ
1− γ
}
= ln

(
1
1−PN−1i=1 eβkXi
)
(
1− 1
1−PN−1i=1 eβkXi
)

= ln
{
1
((((
((((1−∑N−1i=1 eβkXi ×(((
((((
(
1−∑N−1i=1 eβkXi
−∑N−1i=1 eβkXi
}
= ln
{
1
−∑N−1i=1 eβkXi
}
=
N−1∑
i=1
βkXi
= (β0 + β1X1 + · · ·+ βnXn) .
(4.3)
Since this MLR model can be translated into GLM measure by using logit link function
or log transformation, this implies that exp(ρ) is suitable to model correlation in nonlinear
scenario articulated by equation (4.2). However, exp(ρ) where ρ is the “Pearson correla-
tion” does not translate accurately from the linear into the nonlinear environment due to
the following limitations:
• For ρ>0, it follows that e(ρ)>0;
• For ρ = 0 (i.e. suggesting that there is no correlation) translates into a correlation of
1 (i.e. e0 = 1) in the nonlinear setting, that is a perfect positive correlation; and
• Only negative “Pearson” correlation translates accurately into the nonlinear scenario
inferred by equation (4.3).
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Boundaries are required for the nonlinear correlation measure (denoted by θ) to mimic a
similar structure outlined by “Pearson” formulation that is,
θ =

ρ<0, θ<0
ρ = 0, θ = 0
ρ>0, θ>0
(4.4)
where θ = eρ−1. This nonlinear “Pearson correlation” holds if the data is modelable under
the MLR scenario defined in equation (4.2).
According to Bayaga (2010) the MLR approach is semi-nonparametric since it does not have
to adhere to the assumptions stipulated in linear models or any other parametric models.
The only assumption required is that, the response variable must be nonmetric. Therefore,
the normal model validation process followed in the MLR modelling framework will be used
in proving the data is multinomial before using the nonlinear correlation defined above.
4.4 Goodness-of-fit test
Goodness-of-fit tests are methods used in assessing whether the data fitted in the model
adheres to the underlying assumptions. This is an important step because if the data passes
all tests defined below, it implies that the MLR model is an appropriate model to use and
furthermore equation (4.3) holds.
4.4.1 Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) test
The AIC test measures how well data fits into the MLR model. This test is calculated as:
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Step 1. INPUT
Xi, Yi as defined in Section 4.2.1
Step 2. OUTPUT: AIC
Step 3. AIC goodness-of-fit method
Let k = number of parameters estimates (i.e. βj ∀ j = 1, · · · ,m) and N = number of observations.
3.1 The likelihood function is given by Yi =
(
1 + e−(β0+
PN
i=1 (βjXj))
)
and natural log is the solution
in equation (4.3) (i.e. denoted by ln (likelihood)).
3.2 ∴ AIC = −2× ln (likelihood) + 2× k.
3.3 The larger the AIC, the poor the fit. For this research a threshold is set at 120 which implies
that anything greater than 120 indicates poor fit.
4.4.2 Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) test
The difference between AIC and BIC is that BIC incorporates N which is problematic to
determine if complete data is not provided. Hence in literature there are fewer modifications
of BIC with an appropriate N . A similar method to the AIC approach is used to determine
BIC. BIC is calculated as
BIC = −2× ln (likelihood) + ln (n)× k
Most computer packages assume n = eN unless provided.
4.4.3 -2 Residual Log Likelihood test
It is similar to AIC and BIC in functionality. This test is not used in interpreting the
goodness-of-fit tests due to its inherent biasness. Biasness of this measure is out-of-scope
for this research.
4.4.4 Error Rate or Residual Analysis
Error rate analysis observe the data against the fitted likelihood function and deviation
from the fitted pattern. Kutner et al. (2005) stated that the residual can be defined as,
Residual = Yi − Yˆi,
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where Yi is the actual response and Yˆi is the predicted response.
Error rate =
(
Yi − Yˆi
Yi
)
× 100.
The rejection area set at 35% which implies that if this error rate is greater than this, it
indicates a poor fit.
4.4.5 Graphical test - Natural log function transformation
Myers and Montgomery (1997) stated that in recent years there is an exponential demand
for statistical models to solve complex problems that are based on non-normal errors. Due
to uncertainties in the mining process, the function modelable is usually nonlinear and
fits the modelling description outlined by Myers and Montgomery (1997). Most theories
and estimation methods are based on the assumption of normal distribution. Myers and
Montgomery (1997) proved that if a nonlinear function can be rewritten as GLM, one can
leverage on the normal distribution characteristics-and-linear model, see (Rice, 2007; Hair,
Jr. et al., 2010). Fahrmier and Kaufmann (1985) stated that most statistical analyses
and models are based on underlying assumption of asymptotic properties associated with
Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) methods. Myers and Montgomery (1997) stated
that GLM models operate under the same model assumptions scenario as linear models,
namely;
• linearity;
• normal distribution; and
• independence.
Equation (4.3) has shown that the MLR when using natural log is transformed into a
linear function which implies that the transformed response variable Yˆi follows a normal
distribution. To plot the normal distribution as outlined in Chapter 5, various intervals are
created, that is, {[Y1, Y10), · · · , [YN−p, YN )} which are called “bins”. Thereafter, one can
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calculate the count per interval. Let R be the number of bins or intervals created. One then
plots the count on the x-axis against the corresponding number of bins on the y-axis. The
smoothing of this scatter plot will show a distribution close to a normal distribution if the
data follows an MLR modelling process, see Chapter 5 for the graphs. For example BIC ≥
120 indicates a bad fit and one would expect the error rate to be more or less 0.25. Kutner
et al. (2005) suggested that the goodness-of-fit tests and the error rate are functional when
the sample used is large enough.
4.5 Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) method
MLE is a gradient-based methodology which is used to estimate the unknown parame-
ters. This analysis provides important information pertaining to the significance of the
independent variables in the model versus response variable. In equation (4.3) there are
unknown parameters which need to be estimated. The Maximum Likelihood Estimation
(MLE) method is used in estimating these βk as outlined earlier. Kutner et al. (2005)
proved that these estimates are accurate since they comply to the Cramer-Rao inequality
theorem. Using Bohning (1992)’s algorithm the method shown below can be extended to
fit the MLR scenario under the Newton-Raphson method. Furthermore, this MLE method
employs a known approach called Least Square Method (LSM) in calculating the unknown
parameters. Traditionally, the LSM has been used to minimize the squared residual func-
tion Q for the linear regression function and then using the gradient of Q in solving for the
unknowns. The following algorithm can be used.
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Algorithm 1 Least-Square Method (LSM) for estimating unknown parameters
1. INPUT
Xi, Yi as defined in Section 4.2.1
2. OUTPUT
βk as defined in equation (4.3)
3. Optimisation LSM method
3.1 Let Yi =
(
1 + e−(β0+
PN
i=1 (βkXi))
)
and then ln (Yi) = −
∑N−1
k=1 e
βkXi .
3.2 Using Kutner et al. (2005) formulation it follows that, the squared residual function Q is (Yi +
β0 + β1)2 for k=2 under logistic regression.
3.3 The following are the constraints applied on the objective function in this minimisation problem,
that is,
∂Q
∂β0
= 2
N∑
i=1
(Yi − β0 − β1Xi) · · · (β0 & β1 are estimates of the unknowns)
= 2
(
N∑
i=1
Yi + nβ0 + β1
N∑
i=1
Xi
)
,
and
∂Q
∂β1
= 2
N∑
i=1
Xi(Yi − β0 − β1Xi) · · · (β0 & β1 are estimates of the unknowns)
= 2
(
N∑
i=1
XiYi + β0
N∑
i=1
Xi + β1
N∑
i=1
X2i
)
.
3.4 Equate these partial derivatives to zero. 3.5 Using simultaneous equation method solve the two
unknowns it follows that,
β1 = −
(∑N
i=1 (Xi − X¯)(Yi − Y¯ )∑N
i=1 (Xi − X¯)2
)
,
and
β0 = −
(
Y¯ + β1X¯
)
,
where
X¯ = 1N
∑N
i=1 (Xi) and Y¯ =
1
N
∑N
i=1 (Yi).
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3.6 Since natural logs were applied to remove the exponential function, it follows that the
unknowns under logistic are,
β´0 = eβ0 ,
and
β´1 = eβ1 .
Let the p-value be the error taken in estimating the unknowns above and let α be the
significance level that error taken should not pass.
4. Intrepretation
All unknowns with p-value ≤ α are assumed to follow the MLR model (reject H0 : βk = 0)
refer to the next chapter.
4.6 Summary
This chapter presented the methodology, mathematical attributes of the model and valida-
tion tests needed to assess the validity of the measure. The central conclusion by various
researchers including Kutner et al. (2005) is that, when building prediction models, it is
important that the measure predicts the desired target value for new data accurately. Em-
pirical results are discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
MODEL ANALYSIS
5.1 Chapter overview
The formulations developed in previous chapters are tested in this chapter through using
empirical data from a hypothetical platinum mine production system based on real data.
Section 5.2 discusses the extracted data and defines various parameters used in the model.
Section 5.3 discusses modifications implemented on γ in equation (4.3) due to the limited
data sample size being used in modelling. Section 5.4 discusses the results obtained from
methodologies outlined in Chapters 3 and 4.
5.2 Data
The data used in this dissertation was extracted from a platinum mine in South Africa. The
recent strikes in the latter part of 2014 to early 2015 meant that some of the data points
were not usable since there were no production activities. Seven KPIs were selected from
the sampled variables and thereafter nine independent variables were used. The extracted
data stretches from the 2008 to 2015 financial years; the number of usable data points are
limited. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 highlight the variables used in the modelling process described
in Chapter 4.
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Table 5.1: Explanatory variables
Variable Name Parameter
Face Length (m) X1
Blast X2
Teams X3
Offreef (%) X4
Allow OB (tonnes) X5
Error OB (tonnes) X6
Channel Width (tonnes) X7
Weighline (tonnes) X8
Replacement factor (m2/m) X9
The detailed explanations on the variables in Table 5.1 are:
• Face Length mined is the area mineable to access the platinum.
• Blast is the number of blast planned.
• Teams is the number of teams planned to mine.
• An Allow O B (allowable overbreaks) is a process where the mine authorizes further
blasting and mining over the agreed upon area in the planning phase.
• An Error O B stands for error overbreaks where the mine realizes that the conducted
blasting and mining were done incorrectly or excessively based on the mine planning
conducted.
• Offreef is the area that is mined but has no platinum mineralization.
• Weighline is a mine production activity where the official measurement of the ore
extracted is done (Bartlett and Liebenberg, 2014).
• Replacement factor is the ore reserves kept for sustainability purposes (Musingwini
(2009), Musingwini (2010), Ferreira (2012)).
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• According to Wimberger (2004) “channel width” is the confidence interval of grades
of platinum acceptable as valuable ore in a mining process and any ore below this
encourages allowable overbreaks.
Table 5.2: Response variables
Variable Names Parameter
Centares (m2) Y1
On reef dev (m) Y2
Off reef dev (m) Y3
Channel Dilution (tonnes) Y4
Survey Call (tonnes) Y5
Current Sweepings (m2) Y6
Mill (g/t) Y7
Then, these variables defined in Table 5.2 are defined as follows:
• Centares (Total Eq) is the total area blasted in the mine production process.
• On reef dev is the on reef development for establishing mining areas.
• Off reef dev allows access to the ore reserves.
• Current Sweeping is a process where the blasted ore is re-checked through sweeping
for any platinum that might have been missed and remaining behind in fines from the
mined-out areas;
• Mill grade is the quality of the platinum ore extracted in the mining production
process.
• Survey Call is a process where mine surveying is done to check whether the mining
process is progressing as stipulated in the planning process.
• Channel dilution is a quantity used to classify the extracted ore in the mining process.
This channel dilution is used to quantify overbreaks in the mining process according
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to Wimberger (2004).
5.3 Model analysis
The results attained when γ is partitioned into six levels were not conclusive. This is under-
standable since the sample data is less than hundred. The inconclusive results translated
into a Type I error1. This high degree of Type I error can be fixed through implementing
the following modelling initiatives:
• Increasing the sample size by using simulation techniques;
• Reducing the discretization levels shown in Table 4.1 in Chapter 4 since the data
extracted is small; and
• Use an alternative algorithm in SAS2 to execute the MLR approach outlined in Chap-
ter 4 and thereafter compute the correlation when data fits the MLR model.
5.3.1 Simulation approach
The sample size used in this research is very small to implement a multivariate technique
such as the MLR model comprehensively. Hence inconclusive results will be attained and
this theory is supported by Hair, Jr. et al. (2010). Another shortcoming is that, the small
sample is further truncated into six levels based on the definitions stipulated in Table 4.1
which reduces modellable data points per block. Another observation is that, the segrega-
tion into these blocks is not equally distributed, for example level 4, level 5 and level 6 in
Table 4.1 for the extracted data have close to zero data points whereas the mode of these
distributions are in level 1 or level 2 in the data integrity test conducted. These unequal
allocations among the six blocks translate into inconclusive results.
1“Type I” is the probability that the null hypothesis is rejected when it is true. The opposite of this
error is “Type II”, that is, the probability of accepting the null hypothesis when it is false.
2SAS is the statistical tool used for data mining & modelling.
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This shortcoming of having insufficient data points can be fixed by an “importance sam-
pling” approach widely used in recent Extreme Value Theory (EVT) studies which were
dedicated at solving unbalanced problems in natural sciences. Importance sampling is op-
erative when or where sampled observations are evident in the process modelled. The
“importance sampling” technique operates by drawing an alternative distribution whose
support is significantly concentrated in the truncation region (i.e. level 4, level 5 and level
6 in Table 4.1 in this case). In principle, numerical importance sampling is,
∫
F
sf (s) ds =
∫
G
s
f (s)
g (s)
g (s) ds
=
∫
G
s(ω(s))g (s)ds.
(5.1)
where F is the sampling region,
f (s) is the density of s over F,
g (s) is the new density of s over G,
and ω (s) = f(s)g(s) is the sampling weight pre-defined in the simulation process.
The definition provided in equation (5.1) is similar to the Bayesian statistic discussed by
Rice (2007). Operationalizing a Bayesian algorithm numerically is computationally de-
manding and overlaying such processes on the MLR approach might present computational
difficulties. Therefore, this importance sampling approach is not considered in minimising
model risks seen in the above analysis conducted thus far.
5.3.2 Redefining γ’s levels in Table 3.2
Based on the data extracted six levels do not provide large datasets and these levels are
reduced to three levels. The γ levels in Table 4.1 are redefined as follows:
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Table 5.3: Redefining the discretisation of γ
Level γ’s interval Meaning of the level
1 0.75<γ ≤ 1 Mine planning model calibrated planned targets
accordingly and incorporated uncertainties and
risks into the mining activities hence minimal
deviation between planned targets and actual
outputs.
2 0.50<γ ≤ 0.75 Differences between planned and actual are at
intermediary levels and when below 0.50, the
planning process needs to be re-calibrated.
3 0.00 ≤ γ ≤ 0.50 The planned targets were not attained in the ac-
tual mining production system. Therefore, there
might be a sudden major move in one of the min-
ing activities used in determining the planned
targets which was not originally included in the
planning process hence the misalignment.
The MLR approach outlined in Chapter 4, under the new levels as shown in Table 5.3 is
still applicable because the model is MLR if and only if the response variables or KPIs have
three or more levels. The main reason for the truncation of the response variable into three
levels is that, under the equal segregation assumption each block will have more or less
than 32 data points which might result in better output than the one yielded previously.
In sections to follow Table 5.3 levels will be used.
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5.4 MLR validation results
In Section 3.5.1 it was defined that correlation under the nonlinear scenario θ is calculated
as θ = exp (ρ)− 1. For this assertion to be true the data needs to be modellable under the
MLR approach defined in equation (4.3). Three empirical tests were conducted using SAS,
namely:
• The Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) analysis;
• Goodness-of-fit tests;
• The final test to assess the error rate taken in estimating the unknown parameters.
However, the Pearson correlation method should adhere to linearity, normal distribution
characteristics and independent assumptions. The linearity and independent assumptions
are explained by the transformation from MLR to GLM, see equation (4.3). Kutner et al.
(2005) and Hair, Jr. et al. (2010) proved that GLM approaches have similar behaviour to
traditionally linear models. The normal distribution assumption will be tested using the
natural logarithm function transformation and inferring the normal Probability Density
Function (PDF). If all of these checks adhere to the set threshold the correlation analysis
computed will be assumed to be accurate from a numerical and mathematical perspective.
5.4.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) analysis
Section 4.5.1 outlined, how the unknown parameters are calculated. The MLE analysis
tests whether these unknowns for the respective explanatory variables are influential using
the following hypotheses.
H0 : βk = 0,∀k = 1, · · · , k − 1 · · · (null hypothesis), and
H1 : βk 6= 0,∀k = 1, · · · , k − 1 · · · (alternative hypothesis).
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For all tests conducted in Section 5.4, it can be assumed that a significance level α = 0.10 is
acceptable. The null hypothesis is rejected when the calculated p-value is less than α which
suggests that the explanatory variable under the MLR model contributes to γ. Otherwise
accept the null hypothesis. The analysis conducted below assesses the data fit to the MLR
model in all tested KPIs in this study. The significance level for all tests is set at 10%
because the sample size is less than 100.
The analyses conducted in Table 5.4 to 5.10 are sufficient to conclude that the data follows
an MLR approach.
Table 5.4: MLE analysis for Centares (Y1)
Parameter p-value in %
Intercept <0.1%
X1 <0.45%
X2 46.23%
X3 <0.10%
X4 19.85%
X5 9.30%
X6 10.00%
X7 26.47%
X8 6.33%
X9 77.15%
The p-values for Face Length (X1), Teams (X3), Allow OB (X5), Error (X6) and Chan-
nel Width (X7) are smaller than the 10% significance level. The null hypothesis is rejected
which means that these five production activities have a significant effect on the Centares
mined.
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Table 5.5: MLE analysis for Onreef dev (Y2)
Parameter p-value in %
Intercept <0.1%
X1 <8.34%
X2 59.38%
X3 85.57%
X4 3.58%
X5 8.84%
X6 <0.1%
X7 <0.1%
X8 <0.1%
X9 6.60%
The p-values for Face Length (X1), Offreef (X4), Allow OB (X5), Error OB (X6), Chan-
nel Width (X7), Weighline (X8) and Replacement factor (X9) are smaller than 10%. These
tests shows that these the seven production activities have a significant effect on the Onreef
development. X2 and X3 have no effect on Y2.
Table 5.6: MLE analysis for Offreef dev (Y3)
Parameter p-value in %
Intercept <0.1%
X1 <2.63%
X2 <0.1%
X3 73.64%
X4 <0.1%
X5 21.64%
X6 <0.1%
X7 24.85%
X8 <0.1%
X9 0.19%
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The p-values for Face Length (X1), Blast (X2), Offreef (X4), Error OB (X6), Weighline (X8)
and Replacement factor (X9) are statistically significant. The null hypothesis is rejected
which implies that the six production activities have a significant effect on the Offreef dev.
Table 5.7: MLE analysis for Channel Dilution (Y4)
Parameter p-value in %
Intercept <0.1%
X1 28.51%
X2 1.87%
X3 6.02%
X4 3.18%
X5 0.41%
X6 1.65%
X7 96.50%
X8 5.93%
X9 13.14%
The p-values for Blast (X2), Teams (X3), Offreef (X4), Allow OB (X5), Error OB (X6) and
Channel Width (X7) are statistically significant.The null hypothesis is rejected. This means
that blast, number of teams, Offreef, allowable overbreaks, error overbreaks and channel
width have an effect on the Channel Dilution.
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Table 5.8: MLE analysis for Survey Call (Y5)
Parameter p-value in %
Intercept <0.1%
X1 42.14%
X2 16.99%
X3 67.20%
X4 28.19%
X5 0.05%
X6 0.06%
X7 53.47%
X8 3.86%
X9 67.61%
The p-values for Face Length (X1), Blast (X2), Teams (X3), Offreef (X4), Channel Width
(X7) and Replacement factor (X9) are greater than the 10% significance level. One cannot
reject the null hypothesis. This implies that none of these production activities have a
significant effect on Y5. It can be argued that since the MLE analysis conducted above
shows that only three of the explanatory variables reject the null hypothesis, it is not
sufficient to conclude that the data under this KPI follows an MLR. MLR is a multivariate
method and Hair, Jr. et al. (2010) stated that its precision is heavily reliant on the sample
size. Therefore if the sample size is increased adequately; an assumption is made that X5,
X6 and X8 p-values will be less than the significance level of 10%. On this basis the MLR
assumption is proven to hold. This as well suggests the need to study the tolerance level of
the inference testing in MLE for the MLR model as the sample size increases.
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Table 5.9: MLE analysis for Current Sweepings (Y6)
Parameter p-value in %
Intercept <0.1%
X1 76.20%
X2 38.29%
X3 29.08%
X4 5.87%
X5 5.35%
X6 6.83%
X7 0.81%
X8 <0.1%
X9 24.52%
Offreef (X4), Allow OB (X5), Error OB (X6), Channel width (X7) and Weighline (X8) have
a significant effect on Current Sweepings. The null hypothesis for these tests is rejected.
These test results imply that the correlation can be modelled using the formulation in
Chapter 3.
Table 5.10: MLE analysis for Mill (Y7)
Parameter p-value in %
Intercept <0.1%
X1 33.58%
X2 <0.1%
X3 0.89%
X4 10.36%
X5 0.99%
X6 2.54%
X7 73.56%
X8 7.71%
X9 14.26%
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The p-values for Blast (X2), Teams (X3), Allow OB (X5), Error OB (X6) and Weighline
(X8) are statistically significant. The null hypothesis is rejected. These means that the
following production activities Blast, Teams, Allow OB, Error OB and Weighline have a
significant effect on the Mill. These results show that the data follows an MLR model and
correlation can be modelled using the formulation in Chapter 3.
5.4.2 Goodness-of-fit test - MLR approach
The previous tests highlighted which explanatory variables (i.e. mine production activities)
contribute the most to the modelled KPIs. Sections 4.4.1 to 4.4.4 outlined all formal-
based goodness-of-fit test methodologies, whose results are discussed below. Normally small
results from goodness-of-fit tests indicate a good fit. For the tests suggested in Table 5.11
to Table 5.17; less than 120 indicate good fit whereas greater than 120 indicate poor fit.
The following are the interpretations of the results shown in the tables.
Table 5.11: Goodness-of-fit tests for Centares (Y1)
Test/Criterion Statistic
-2 Res Log Likelihood 82.0
AIC 84.0
BIC 86.4
AIC and BIC results are less than 120 which implies that, the data fit the MLR approach.
This conclusion drawn in Table 5.11 is in agreement with the outcome in Table 5.4.
Table 5.12: Goodness-of-fit tests for Onreef dev (Y2)
Test/Criterion Statistic
-2 Res Log Likelihood 142.2
AIC 144.2
BIC 146.6
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Table 5.12 results are greater than 120. This indicates poor fit to MLR which is in contrast
to conclusions drawn in Table 5.5. Therefore, further tests had to be conducted.
Table 5.13: Goodness-of-fit tests for Offreef dev (Y3)
Test/Criterion Statistic
-2 Res Log Likelihood 128.1
AIC 130.1
BIC 132.5
The results in Table 5.13 indicate a poor fit for the MLR approach and are in contrast with
the conclusion taken in Table 5.6. Additional tests were done as all results are greater 120.
Table 5.14: Goodness-of-fit tests for Channel Dilution (Y4)
Test/Criterion Statistic
-2 Res Log Likelihood 55.4
AIC 57.4
BIC 59.8
The results in Table 5.14 indicate a good fit for the MLR model which is in agreement with
the MLE analysis in Table 5.7.
Table 5.15: Goodness-of-fit tests for Survey Call (Y5)
Test/Criterion Statistic
-2 Res Log Likelihood 106.0
AIC 108.0
BIC 110.4
The AIC and BIC results in Table 5.15 for the Survey Call indicate that the data fits the
MLR approach.
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Table 5.16: Goodness-of-fit tests for Current Sweepings (Y6)
Test/Criterion Statistic
-2 Res Log Likelihood 124.5
AIC 126.5
BIC 128.9
The AIC and BIC results in Table 5.16 are greater than 120. This implies that the data
does not fit the MLR model which is in contrast with the MLE analysis in Table 5.9.
Table 5.17: Goodness-of-fit tests for Mill (Y7)
Test/Criterion Statistic
-2 Res Log Likelihood 7.1
AIC 9.1
BIC 11.5
The results in Table 5.17 indicate a good data fit. In conclusion Y1, Y4, Y5 and Y7 show
that the data fits the MLR model.
5.4.3 Error/Residual rate analysis
Another test complementing the analyses done from Table 5.11 to Table 5.17 is the error or
residual analysis as outlined in Section 4.4.4. The residual analysis conducted was used to
decide whether the suggested models by the MLE analyses are modellable under the MLR
approach. The following is the threshold used for the error rate analysis:
• ≤ 10% indicates that the MLE analysis is accurate and since the error rate is small
it implies that the data fits the MLR modelling framework;
• >10% but smaller than 50% the error rate is still moderate. Although the fit is not
ideal since the data sample used is small it can be assumed that the “data fit to the
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MLR” is satisfactory; and
• >50% implies that the error rate is big which is an indication of a poor fit.
Observing the previous two analysis discussed above with the residual analysis shown below
all KPIs are modellable under the MLR model framework which implies that the correlation
measure defined in Chapter 3 can be used to calculate non-linear correlation. The error
rate in Table 5.21 and Table 5.24 are less than 10% which implies that the data fit the MLR
model. The error rate in Table 5.18, Table 5.19, Table 5.20 and Table 5.23 are greater than
10% but less than 50% which is moderate. This implies that the data fit the MLR model.
Table 5.18 Error rate analysis for Centares Table 5.19 Error rate analysis for Onreef dev
Test/Criterion Statistic Test/Criterion Statistic
Error rate 12.830% Error rate 27.510%
Table 5.20 Error rate analysis for Offreef dev Table 5.21 Error rate analysis for Channel Dilution
Test/Criterion Statistic Test/Criterion Statistic
Error rate 23.010% Error rate 9.165%
Table 5.22 Error rate analysis for Survey Call Table 5.23 Error rate analysis for Current Sweepings
Test/Criterion Statistic Test/Criterion Statistic
Error rate 17.390% Error rate 21.980%
Table 5.24: Error rate analysis for Mill
Test/Criterion Statistic
Error rate 4.972
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5.4.4 Normal distribution graphical tests
Equation (4.1) proved the linearity and independent assumptions whereas Figure 5.1 and
Figure 5.2 show the normal distribution characteristics. The left side graph shows the data
before GLM and the right side shows the data after the logit transformation. The normal
Probability Density Function (PDF) fitted to the GLM data on the right fits the mode
of the data segmented as per Table 4.3. Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 show that the GLM
models are compliant to the normal distribution assumption. Figure 5.1 shows that the
distribution fit after the applying the log transformation improves. Figure 5.2 shows that
the data before log transformation does not rank but after applying the log transformation
the distribution fit is improved. This means that the normal distribution assumption holds.
Other similar analyses are outlined in Appendix C.
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5.4.5 Correlation analysis
Previous analyses validate that six of the seven modelled KPIs are modellable under the
MLR approach defined in equation (4.3). This MLR approach belongs to the exponential
model family which can be re-defined as a GLM model by using the link function (i.e. logit
link function, see Table 3.1). Since all assumptions hold, the correlation in this study as
discussed in Chapter 3 will be calculated as indicated in Table 5.25.
All statistical significance correlation shown in Table 5.25 are negative correlations except
for Offreef (X4) with Y1. This implies that any increment in the explanatory variable will
lead to a decrease in the “Centares” mined. The correlations are interpreted as follows:
• The correlation between the Centares and Face Length (X1) mined is -33% and is
statistically significant. This implies that, increasing the face length mined will lead
to a reduction of -0.33 in the Centares mined.
• Although the correlation between mineable area and Allow OB (X5) is significant, it
is close to zero. There is a -55% chance that authorizing more breaks will lead to a
decrease in the Centares mined.
• According to this correlation, the higher the weight of the ore extracted the smaller
the chance of recovering platinum in the mineable area.
• An increase in the Channel width by 1 unit will lead to a -0.34 decrease in the mine-
able area.
The central theme in the correlation shown in Table 5.25 is that, increasing face length,
allowable overbreaks, error overbreaks, channel width and weighline lead to minimisation
of producing platinum ore in the mineable area. The null hypothesis (i.e. H0) analysed by
Table 5.25 is that, there is correlation between mine production activities and KPI modelled.
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Table 5.25: Correlation analysis for Centares (Y1)
Centares X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9
Y1 -33% -15% -8% +5% -55% -52% -34% -57% -7%
p-value <10% >10% >10% >10% <10% <10% <10% <10% >10%
“<10%” - indicate statistical significance whereas “ >10%” - indicate rejection of H0
Table 5.26 shows that four correlations are statistically significant with this KPI, that is:
• Onreef dev negatively correlates with Teams (X3), Error OB (X6) and Channel Width
(X7). This means any increment in these attributes leads to a decrease in the Onreef
development metres to open ore reserves for mining.
• There is a positive correlation between the Onreef dev and Replacement factor. This
implies that any increase in the ore reserves will lead to an increase for the Onreef
development metres. The metres required to open the ore reserves for mining can be
obtained.
Table 5.26: Correlation analysis for Onreef dev (Y2)
Onreef dev X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9
Y2 -16% -6% -27% +6% -1% -27% -43% -10% +46%
p-value >10% >10% <10% >10% >10% <10% <10% >10% <10%
“<10%” - indicate statistical significance whereas “ >10%” - indicate rejection of H0
Offreef development allows access to the ore reserves. Seven explanatory variables correlate
with this KPI as shown in Table 5.27. The correlations are interpreted as follows:
• Offreef dev negatively correlates with Face Length (X1), Teams (X3), Allow OB (X5),
Error OB (X6), Channel Width (X7) and Weighline (X8). This implies that any 1 unit
increase in these attributes will lead to a decrease in the development metres to access
the ore reserves.
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• This KPI is positively correlated with Replacement factor (X9), which implies that
any increase in the replacement factor will result in an increment for the Offreef de-
velopment metres. This means that there is higher chance to access the ore reserves
for mining.
Table 5.27: Correlation analysis for Offreef dev (Y3)
Offreef dev X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9
Y3 -28% -7% -30% +12% -20% -34% -40% -27% +47%
p-value <10% >10% <10% >10% <10% <10% <10% <10% <10%
“<10%” - indicate statistical significance whereas “ >10%” - indicate rejection of H0
Table 5.28 shows that 67% of these tests are negative correlations and statistically signifi-
cant. The correlations are interpreted as follows:
• Channel dilution negatively correlates with Face Length, Teams, Allow OB, Error OB,
Channel Width andWeighline. This means that any 1 unit increase in these attributes
will lead to a decrease in Channel dilution. In a practical sense this implies that, the
availability of different platinum ore grades are mostly impacted by number of teams,
allowable overbreaks, weight of the ore mined, the cut-off grades and permissible min-
ing process.
Table 5.28: Correlation analysis for Channel Dilution (Y4)
Channel Dilution X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9
Y4 -48% -15% -43% -1% -46% -43% -33% -46% -8%
p-value <10% >10% <10% >10% <10% <10% <10% <10% >10%
“<10%” - indicate statistical significance whereas “ >10%” - indicate rejection of H0
Table 5.29 shows that seven correlations are statistically significant with Survey Call, that
is
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• Survey Call negatively correlate with Face Length, Blast, Teams, Allow OB, Error OB,
Channel Width and Weighline. Any increment in these attributes will lead to a de-
crease in survey call. Intuitively it makes sense that, if the face length, blasting, num-
ber of teams, Allowable overbreaks, Error overbreaks and weighline are increased, the
planned target might be reached quickly. This means that there is no need for survey
in recalibrating the mining process to improve output results.
Table 5.29: Correlation analysis for Survey Call (Y5)
Survey Call X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9
Y5 -35% -22% -20% -2% -44% -40% -36% -44% -0.1%
p-value <10% <10% <10% >10% <10% <10% <10% <10% >10%
“<10%” - indicate statistical significance whereas “ >10%” - indicate rejection of H0
All statistical significance correlation shown in Table 5.30 are negative correlations except
for Offreef (X4). This implies that any increment in the explanatory variable will lead to a
decrease in the “Sweepings” process. The correlations are interpreted as follows:
• The correlation between the Current Sweepings and Allow OB (X5) is -47% and it
is statistically significant. In a practical sense, this implies that, authorizing more
overbreaks will lead to more platinum ore being produced in the normal process which
suggests that the team might reach their target. Then using this relationship outlined
above its intuitively arguable that, if more overbreaks are made in the mining process,
chances of reaching target increases. This scenario implies that, the Current Sweeping
process is minimised since there will be no need to collect more platinum from using
this approach since target set is met.
• Current Sweepings negatively correlate with Face Length (X1), Error OB (X6), Chan-
nel Width (X7) and Weighline (X8). This implies that any increase in face length
mined, allowable overbreaks, error overbreaks, the tolerance level of the cut off grades
permissible and the weight of the mineable ore lead to minimisation of the sweeping
process.
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This minimisation is motivated by the fact that each team in the mining process is given
targets to meet and once the targets are met there is no need to mine further to ensure
continuous deliverance on the planned target. The null hypothesis analysed in Table 5.30
is that, there is correlation between the mine production activities and KPI modelled.
Table 5.30: Correlation analysis for Current Sweepings (Y6)
Current Sweepings X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9
Y6 -27% -8% -3% +53% -47% -42% -22% -52% -9%
p-value <10% >10% >10% >10% <10% <10% <10% <10% >10%
“<10%” - indicate statistical significance whereas “ >10%” - indicate rejection of H0
Mill is the quality of the platinum ore extracted in the mining production process through
concentration. Table 5.31 shows that two correlations are statistically significant with this
KPI, that is:
• The correlation between the Mill grade and Weighline is negative. This implies that
the larger the weight of the ore mined there is a smaller chance of producing the more
platinum in the mining process.
• The Mill grade negatively correlate with Face Length (X1), Blast (X2), Teams (X3),
Offreef (X4), Allow OB (X5), Error OB (X6) and Channel Width (X7). Similar to
other interpretation above an increase in these attributes leads to a decrease in the
Mill KPI since the correlation is negative. This implies that if an increase in the
allowable overbreaks, number of teams, blast and face-length will lead to an increase
in waste area and circumstantial to all actions discussed previous it will result in a
decrease in the Mill grade . All of these occurrences lead to a decrease in the Mill
grade since extracted platinum is impacted by the tolerance level of the cut off grades
permissible in the production process.
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Table 5.31: Correlation analysis for Mill (Y7)
Mill X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9
Y7 -44% -41% -40% -32% -43% -40% -40% -42% -7%
p-value <10% <10% <10% <10% <10% <10% <10% <10% >10%
“<10%” - indicate statistical significance whereas “ >10%” - indicate rejection of H0
The correlation analysis discussed above outlined that there is a correlation between KPIs
and mine production activities. In Appendix C, there is a correlation between the ex-
planatory variable and response variable, refer Section C.1. Then Figure 5.3 outlines the
important mine production activities based on Table 5.25 to Table 5.31 in a platinum mine
production process. Figure 5.3 also outlines under which section the assessed KPIs fall in
a normal platinum mine process, see below.
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Figure 5.3: Platinum mine process (Wealth Management Group, 2015)
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Based on a generic mine production process as suggested by Figure 5.3 the platinum mine
production comprises of three main stages namely, extraction, concentration and refinement.
The extraction3 process is measured by Centares, On reef development, Off reef development
and Survey Call KPIs studied in this dissertation. This KPIs are negatively correlated to
the Face Length (X1), Allow OB (X5), Weighline (X7), Channel Width (X8) and it is posi-
tively correlated to the Replacement factor ( X9). This implies that the extraction process
is prolonged if the facelength and the size of the ore extracted is decreased since the mining
team needs to ensure that valuable resources are extracted and targets are met. If the
facelength is increased this process is shorter since the planned target is easily met provided
that valuable ore is extracted. Therefore, the negative correlations outlined above makes
intuitive sense. The positive correlation suggests that there is a 10% probability that an
increase in reserves implies an increase in the extraction. These inferences can be made
since “Centares”, “On reef development” and “survey call” are the KPI measuring the ex-
traction process.
The second main process in the mine production process is the concentration process4.
Current sweeping and Channel dilution are the KPIs used to measure the concentration
process. These KPIs are negatively correlated with Face Length (X1), Allow OB (X5), Er-
ror OB (X6), Weighline (X7) and Channel Width (X8). This implies that if they are used
to measure the progress in the concentration process outlined in Figure 5.3, any increase in
these variables will lead to a decrease in the concentration of the platinum ore. Therefore,
to manipulate the concentration process in a mine production system managing X1, X5,
X6, X7 and X8 might yield the desired quality of platinum ore according to the correlation
analyses in Table 5.23 and Table 5.26.
The final process in the mine production process as shown in Figure 5.3 is the refining5 pro-
3Extraction procedure in the mining process involves drilling, blasting, loading, hauling crushing and
milling which leads to the extraction of mineral resources from the earth.
4Concentration is the process in the mine production process where the extracted ore is re-processed to
extract the mined commodity and discard the waste.
5Refining process is the transformation of the mined platinum into the final product sellable in the market.
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cedure. In this research Mill is the KPI used to assess progress in this process. According
to the correlation analyses, the larger the Face Length(X1), Blasted area(X2), Teams(X3),
Waste (X4), Allow OB (X5), Error OB (X6), Weight of mined ore (X7) and Cutoff grades
(X8) implies that there is a smaller chance of producing the high quality platinum grade
in the refining process. Therefore minimisation of these attributes in the mine production
process can lead to the maximisation of the quality of platinum ore in the mine production
process. These correlation analyses provide a snapshot on the behaviour of the measuring
agents (i.e. KPIs) used to assess the progress in the mining process. However, this infor-
mation in the traditional mine planning approach is not modellable.
5.4.6 Hypothetical probability distributions for mining activities
The question driving this research is “how do stochastic activities in a mining production
system interact to produce the resultant KPIs?” In order to answer this question, probabil-
ity distributions for mining activities are assumed for the mining production system. The
left side graph shows the distribution before the production activity is modified whereas
the right side shows after the activity is modified with the view of reducing the uncertainty,
see Figure 5.4 to Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.4 shows that the distribution fit for Centares after modifying reduces uncertainty
as it improves the fit. This implies that to attain the required Centares the Face length
needs to be maximised in the mining process. The Face length has an impact on the overall
Centares mined.
Figure 5.4: Probability distribution analysis for Centares (Y1)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Graph1: Centares Before                                                                              Graph2: Centares after Face length is increased 
Figure 5.5 shows that the distribution fit for the On reef development meters after modifying the dis-
tribution fit reduces uncertainty. Increasing the number of teams improves the On reef development
to open the ore reserves. This implies that teams have an impact on the overall On reef development
metres in the production system.
Figure 5.5: Probability distribution analysis1 for On reef dev (Y2)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Graph1: On-reef-development before                                                           Graph2: On-reef-development after modification 
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Figure 5.6 shows that modifying the On reef dev distribution fit reduces uncertainty by increasing
the replacement factor. This means that the both Replacement factor and On reef development
metres need to be maximised to extract the ore reserves.
Figure 5.6: Probability distribution analysis2 for On reef dev (Y2)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Graph1: On-reef-dev before                                                                                     Graph2: On-reef-dev after modification 
Figure 5.7 shows that the distribution fit for On reef dev after modification reduces uncertainty. This
means that increasing Error OB in the production system has an impact on the Off reef development
metres. Error OB needs to be maximised to access the ore reserves.
Figure 5.7: Probability distribution analysis for Off reef dev (Y3)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Graph1: Off-reef-dev before                                                                                                Graph2: Off-reef-dev after modification 
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Figure 5.8 shows that the distribution fit for Channel dilution after modification reduces uncertainty.
Increasing the Weighline in the production process improves the distribution fit for Channel dilution.
This implies that the weight of the ore extracted has an impact on the overall quantity used to classify
the ore extracted in the production system.
Figure 5.8: Probability distribution analysis for Channel dilution (Y4)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      Graph1: Channel_Dilution before                                                               Graph2: Channel_Dilution after modification 
Figure 5.9 shows that the distribution fit for Survey call before modification is a better fit. This
means that increasing the allowable overbreaks does not reduce the uncertainty. Allow OB does not
have an impact on survey call in the overall production system.
Figure 5.9: Probability distribution analysis for Survey call (Y5)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Graph1: Survey_Call before                                                                                  Graph2: Survey_Call after modification 
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Figure 5.10 shows that the distribution fit for Current sweepings before modification is a better
fit. This implies that increasing or decreasing the Channel width does not reduce the uncertainty.
Channel width does not have an influence in the sweepings process.
Figure 5.10: Probability distribution analysis for Current Sweepings (Y6)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Graph1: Current_Sweepings before                                                                          Graph2: Current_Sweepings after modification 
Figure 5.11 show the distribution fit for the Mill KPI before and after blasting is modified and
increasing blasting reduces uncertainty. This means that the larger the blasting area the smaller the
chance of producing high quality platinum grade. This activity needs to be minimised which can
lead to the maximisation of extracting quality ore in the production process.
Figure 5.11: Probability distribution analysis1 for Mill (Y7)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        Graph1: Mill before                                                                                             Graph2: Mill after modification 
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Figure 5.12 shows that by modifying the distribution for the Mill KPI by increasing Weighline
reduces uncertainty. This implies that the weight of the ore extracted needs to be maximised to
produce high grade of platinum. Weighline has a big impact on the grade of platinum produced.
Figure 5.12: Probability distribution analysis2 for Mill (Y7)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Graph1:  Mill before                                                                                                              Graph2: Mill after Weighline is increased 
Figure 5.13 shows that the distribution fit for the Mill grade after modification reduces uncertainty.
Increasing the Channel width in the production process improves the level of grade of platinum
produced. This means that the cut-off grade permissible in the mining process has an impact in the
overall production system for the Mill grade.
Figure 5.13: Probability distribution analysis3 for Mill (Y7)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        Graph1: Mill before                                                                                                    Graph2: Mill after modification 
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5.5 Summary
This chapter presented the model analysis in answering the proposed question. Five out of
seven KPIs are highly impacted by the behaviour of the mining activities in the production
process. The next chapter presents conclusions and recommendations.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Chapter overview
This chapter provides concluding remarks on the analyses and modelling conducted in the
previous five chapters in quantifying correlation in a mine production operation. Section 6.1
provides preliminary findings whereas Section 6.2 outlines the contributions and limitations
made by the research. Section 6.3 concludes the chapter by indicating possible future
research on this topic.
6.2 Conclusions
The correlation method developed in this research assumes that the mine production data
is modellable under the MLR approach. Due to the MLR model’s ability to be transposed
into a GLM model by applying natural logarithm function transformation, allows the cor-
relation to be computable under the Pearson correlation method. However few adjustments
had to be made since the extracted data in terms of the sample size was small. These
adjustments were namely:
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• Significance level for all hypothesis testing method was assumed to be 10% because
the sample size is less than 100;
• The MLE method and other tests assessing assumptions assumed by the MLR model,
their acceptance or tolerance level were increased; and
• The response variables (i.e. γ in Table 5.3) level were reduced from six to three to
allow MLR modelling.
The main observations in the correlation method is that, all seven KPIs modelled concluded
that data fits the MLR model. Based on this, the correlation can be calculated and the
following inferences were drawn:
• Centares mined are affected by the facelength, allowable overbreaks, error overbreaks,
weighline and channel width. This implies that increasing these attributes will lead to
more Centares being achieved which means that the teams might reach their target.
Based on the correlation computed one can find that the ratio between the facelength
and allowable overbreaks against the ratio between facelength and grades of the mined
ore are crucial in determining the available ore in the mined block (i.e. in the mine
design process).
• Correlation analysis further outlined that the quality of the ore depends on the ratio
between the size of tonnages and the grades of mined ore.
These are among many interpretations that can be drawn in the correlation analysis in Sec-
tion 5.5.4. The main finding in this research is that, the ratio of mine production activities
against the observed KPIs can be used in setting the restriction functions in the stochastic
mine planning approaches. These ratio analysis can be used to forecast the behaviour of
KPIs, which is important for appropriate management actions.
This study shows that by applying the MLR approach, it is possible to infer what would
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be the forecasted KPIs using the correlation analysis. About 71% of the KPIs are greatly
influenced by the movements of the production activities in the mining process. This im-
plies that the level of uncertainty on the forecasted KPIs is reduced through applying the
MLR model. The following four KPIs are key in the mine production system, namely;
Centares mined, tonnage, grade produced and Platinum kilograms produced. These KPIs
are calculated as follows;
Centares mined(m2) = Face length mined(m)× advance per blast(m)× number of blast
× number of teams
Grade produced(g/t) = This is the inherent quality of the ore-body
Tonnage(t) = Centares mined(m2)× stoping width(m)× specific gravity(t/m2)
Metal content produced(Kg) = Volume of ore mined(m3)× specific gravity(t/m2)× grade(g/t)
6.3 Research contributions and limitations
The research contributions are as follows:
• The correlation model developed in this study under the MLR approach should be
used as a preliminary analysis tool in the mine planning process.
• Correlation analysis in this study should be used as an indicative measure on deciding
thresholds, tolerance levels and risk appetite of the stochastic mine planning algorithm
as discussed in previous chapters.
• The Pearson correlation model reviews mine planning in a risk management perspec-
tive. The reason for this statement is that mine planning methods in isolation provide
information on how to execute the mine process optimally minimising costs but corre-
lation analysis defined in Chapter 3 provides information on the behaviour of factors
informing mining which can influence risk management since relationships and under-
lying patterns are known.
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Furthermore, this research assumed that:
• The correlation is computable only under instances where data fits the MLR model.
All seven models analysed in this research, fit the MLR modelling assumption as
stipulated in the simplistic correlation model.
• The model is functional under a simplified mine production process. This research
discounts the existence of dependency between assessed KPIs.
6.4 Recommendations for future research
Following on from discussions arising from the research findings, the possible future area of
research should be to extend to correlation modelling when data is not modellable under the
MLR modelling process. This correlation model should be embedded into the stochastic
mine planning method in a decision-tree based modelling incorporating forecasting, con-
straint functions setting and operational risk management in the mine’s operation.
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Appendix A
Numerical example of the
optimisation process
This is a hypothetical situation to illustrate the involvement of calibrating an optimised
solution and thought process that a computer undergoes when solving a matrix of unknown
quantities. Suppose Mine X in Alaska wants to assess maximum loading capacity of its
mining process during the cold season. However, some engineers in this mine have gath-
ered intelligence that maximising P = xy will help to solve the problem and where x is
the diameter of the loading shuttle and y is the frequency of the loading. A similar mine
in Alaska has studied these patterns recently and discovered that 2x + y3 = 50088. This
finding is used as a proxy in the optimisation algorithm below:
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Optimisation algorithm
Input: P = xy and 2x+ y3 = 50088
Output: P̂
Solve for x
return ∴ x = 25044− y3/2
Plug this equation into the P function
return P = 25044y − y4/2 · · · · · · · · · (a)
Differentiate equation (a) and equate it to zero (i.e. solve for y)
return ∴ 25044− 2y3 = 0
then y = 23.2216 and x = 18782.961
Substitute x and y into the “P = xy” function
return P = 436170.40
∴ Maximum extractable deposit in an Alaskan mine during a cold
day is 436170.40 tons.
Optimisation algorithms are quite involved calculations requiring intensive computational
power. The hypothetical situation described above shows numerical decisions involved when
maximising an element. The hypothetical case solved above involves two unknowns and a
single constraint function. However, optimisation algorithms considered in studies such as
in Dimitrakopoulos (2011) is more complex in a sense that these methodologies involve mul-
tiple unknowns and constraint functions. Therefore, computational steps followed in such
optimisation algorithms are more involved and complex to solve. In some instances, the
maximised function might not be differentiable which is important in optimising a function
by obtaining its minimum or maximum. None differentiability of the optimised function is
problematic as it introduces a new dimension into the problem solving algorithm, for exam-
ple, using diffusion processes to obtain differentiability of this none differentiable function.
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The above defined algorithm does not include correlation analysis between x and y. Inclu-
sion of correlation analysis in the algorithm intensifies the modelling process even more and
might therefore present some technical difficulties in the execution process, that is, taking
longer to compute, etc.
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Appendix B
SAS code used
In SAS a library is created to store all data files created under a particular analysis. If a
specific library has not been created all work will be saved under the default library but,
the problem with this library in a SAS application should not be closed or else all work
done is lost. The following syntax was used in creating the library.
Libname Nancy ‘C: \ Users\ SAS output’;
A SAS application is divided into two main compartments that is, the “Data step” and
“proc step”. The “Data step” is used for formatting the imported or created dataset in
the SAS environment whereas the “proc step” is primarily used for importing, exporting,
analysing and modelling of data. The data extracted is subdivided into planned and actual
datasets of variables discussed in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. Therefore two “proc IMPORT”
procedures were run in extracting the Excel files which were in .csv format (i.e. comma
separated value format or comma delimited format). Comma delimited format means the
entries per line are separated using commas. See the code below:
proc import datafile=“C:\ Users\ SAS output\ Raw Data 2.xlsx”
out=Nancy.Actual
dbms=xlsx
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replace;
getnames=yes;
run;
proc import datafile=“C:\ Users\ SAS output\ Planned Data.xlsx”
out=Nancy.Planned
dbms=xlsx
replace;
getnames=yes;
run;
The original data file names were lengthy and this sometimes presented problems in the
modelling since some of the sections are hard-coded in the modelling process. Therefore
shorter name conversions were adopted. The following is the SAS code used in changing the
naming conversions of the data files as well merging the two datasets imported in the above
steps. As per Table 5.3 in Chapter 5, the ratio of planned versus actual was discretised into
three levels. The motivation on this is that for the data extracted, the sample size is 96
which, is small for a multivariate approach. The “data step” below is used to reformat the
levels as re-defined in Table 5.3 before applying the “proc MIXED” algorithm.
data data Nancy.Mine(keep= X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7
log X1 log X2 log X3 log X4 log X5 log X6 log X7 log X8 log X9);
merge Nancy.Planned1 Nancy.p2;
X1=1-((Face Length1- Face Length)/Face Length1);
X2=1-((Blast1-Blast)/Blast1);
X3=1-((Teams1-Teams)/Teams1);
X4=1-((Offreef1 - Offreef)/Offreef1);
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X5=1-((Allow OB1 - Allow OB)/Allow OB1);
X6=1-((Error OB1 - Error OB)/Error OB1);
X7=1-((Weighline1 - Weighline)/Weighline1);
X8=1-((Channel Width1 - Channel Width)/Channel Width1);
X9=1-((Replacement factor1 - Replacement factor)/Replacement factor1);
Y1=1-((Centares1 - Centares)/Centares1);
Y2=1-((On reef dev1 - On reef dev)/ On reef dev1);
Y3=1-((Off reef dev1 - Off reef dev)/Off reef dev1);
Y4=1-((Channel Dilution1 - Channel Dilution)/Channel Dilution1 );
Y5=1-((Survey Call1 - Survey Call)/Survey Call1);
Y6=1-((Current Sweepings1 - Current Sweepings)/Current Sweepings1);
Y7=1-((Mill1 - Mill)/Mill1);
log X1=log(X1);
log X2=log(X2);
log X3=log(X3);
log X4=log(X4);
log X5=log(X5);
log X6=log(X6);
log X7=log(X7);
log X8=log(X8);
log X9=log(X9);
if 0 <Y1 = <0.50 then Y1=3;
else if 0.50 <Y1 = <0.75 then Y1=2;
else Y1=1;
if 0 <Y2 = <0.50 then Y2=3;
else if 0.50 <Y2 = <0.75 then Y2=2;
else Y2=1;
if 0 <Y3 = <0.50 then Y3=3;
else if 0.35 <Y3 = <0.75 then Y3=2;
else Y3=1;
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if 0 <Y4 = <0.50 then Y4=3;
else if 0.50 <Y4 = <0.75 then Y4=2;
else Y4=1;
if 0 <Y5 = <0.50 then Y5=3;
else if 0.50 <Y5 = <0.75 then Y5=2;
else Y5=1;
if 0 <Y6 = <0.50 then Y6=3;
else if 0.50 <Y6 = <0.75 then Y6=2;
else Y6=1;
if 0 <Y7 = <0.50 then Y7=3;
else if 0.50 <Y7 = <0.75 then Y7=2;
else Y7=1;
run;
quit;
The “proc MIXED” approach as per Chapter 4’s discussion have been deemed accurately
to model the MLR scenario defined in Chapter 3, see the SAS codes below.
ODS ALL CLOSE;
ODS RTF file=“C:\ Users\ SAS output\ results.doc”;
proc mixeddata=Nancy.Mine;
class Y1;
model Y1= X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9/s chisq;
run;
quit;
proc mixeddata=Nancy.Mine;
class Y2;
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model Y2= X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9/s chisq;
run;
quit;
proc mixeddata=Nancy.Mine;
class Y3;
model Y3= X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9/s chisq;
run;
quit;
proc mixeddata=Nancy.Mine;
class Y4;
model Y4= X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9/s chisq;
run;
quit;
proc mixeddata=Nancy.Mine;
class Y5;
model Y5= X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9/s chisq;
run;
quit;
proc mixeddata=Nancy.Mine;
class Y6;
model Y6= X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9/s chisq;
run;
quit;
proc mixeddata=Nancy.Mine;
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class Y7;
model Y7= X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9/s chisq;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y1 / novarname;
histogram X1;
density X1;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y1 / novarname;
histogram log X1;
density log X1;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y2 / novarname;
histogram X1;
density X1;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y2 / novarname;
histogram log X1;
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density log X1;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y3 / novarname;
histogram X1;
density X1;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y3 / novarname;
histogram log X1;
density log X1;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y4 / novarname;
histogram X1;
density X1;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y4 / novarname;
histogram log X1;
density log X1;
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run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y5 / novarname;
histogram X1;
density X1;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y5 / novarname;
histogram log X1;
density log X1;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y6 / novarname;
histogram X1;
density X1;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y6 / novarname;
histogram log X1;
density log X1;
run;
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quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y7 / novarname;
histogram X1;
density X1;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y2 / novarname;
histogram log X1;
density log X1;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y1 / novarname;
histogram X2;
density X2;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y1 / novarname;
histogram log X2;
density log X2;
run;
quit;
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proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y2 / novarname;
histogram X2;
density X2;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y2 / novarname;
histogram log X2;
density log X2;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y3 / novarname;
histogram X2;
density X2;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y3 / novarname;
histogram log X2;
density log X2;
run;
quit;
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proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y4 / novarname;
histogram X2;
density X2;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y4 / novarname;
histogram log X2;
density log X2;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y5 / novarname;
histogram X2;
density X2;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y5 / novarname;
histogram log X2;
density log X2;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
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panelby Y6 / novarname;
histogram X2;
density X2;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y6 / novarname;
histogram log X2;
density log X2;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y7 / novarname;
histogram X2;
density X2;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y7 / novarname;
histogram log X2;
density log X2;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y1 / novarname;
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histogram X3;
density X3;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y1 / novarname;
histogram log X3;
density log X3;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y2 / novarname;
histogram X3;
density X3;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y2 / novarname;
histogram log X3;
density log X3;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y3 / novarname;
histogram X3;
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density X3;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y3 / novarname;
histogram log X3;
density log X3;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y4 / novarname;
histogram X3;
density X3;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y4 / novarname;
histogram log X3;
density log X3;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y5 / novarname;
histogram X3;
density X3;
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run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y5 / novarname;
histogram log X3;
density log X3;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y6 / novarname;
histogram X3;
density X3;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y6 / novarname;
histogram log X3;
density log X3;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y7 / novarname;
histogram X3;
density X3;
run;
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quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y7 / novarname;
histogram log X3;
density log X3;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y1 / novarname;
histogram X4;
density X4;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y1 / novarname;
histogram log X4;
density log X4;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y2 / novarname;
histogram X4;
density X4;
run;
quit;
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proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y2 / novarname;
histogram log X4;
density log X4;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y3 / novarname;
histogram X4;
density X4;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y3 / novarname;
histogram log X4;
density log X4;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y4 / novarname;
histogram X4;
density X4;
run;
quit;
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proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y4 / novarname;
histogram log X4;
density log X4;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y5 / novarname;
histogram X4;
density X4;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y5 / novarname;
histogram log X4;
density log X4;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y6 / novarname;
histogram X4;
density X4;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
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panelby Y6 / novarname;
histogram log X4;
density log X4;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y7 / novarname;
histogram X4;
density X4;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y7 / novarname;
histogram log X4;
density log X4;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y1 / novarname;
histogram X5;
density X5;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y1 / novarname;
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histogram log X5;
density log X5;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y2 / novarname;
histogram X5;
density X5;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y2 / novarname;
histogram log X5;
density log X5;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y3 / novarname;
histogram X5;
density X5;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y3 / novarname;
histogram log X5;
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density log X5;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y4 / novarname;
histogram X5;
density X5;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y4 / novarname;
histogram log X5;
density log X5;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y5 / novarname;
histogram X5;
density X5;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y5 / novarname;
histogram log X5;
density log X5;
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run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y6 / novarname;
histogram X5;
density X5;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y6 / novarname;
histogram log X5;
density log X5;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y7 / novarname;
histogram X5;
density X5;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y7 / novarname;
histogram log X5;
density log X5;
run;
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quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y1 / novarname;
histogram X6;
density X6;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y1 / novarname;
histogram log X6;
density log X6;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y2 / novarname;
histogram X6;
density X6;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y2 / novarname;
histogram log X6;
density log X6;
run;
quit;
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proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y3 / novarname;
histogram X6;
density X6;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y3 / novarname;
histogram log X6;
density log X6;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y4 / novarname;
histogram X6;
density X6;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y4 / novarname;
histogram log X6;
density log X6;
run;
quit;
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proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y5 / novarname;
histogram X6;
density X6;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y5 / novarname;
histogram log X6;
density log X6;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y6 / novarname;
histogram X6;
density X6;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y6 / novarname;
histogram log X6;
density log X6;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
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panelby Y7 / novarname;
histogram X6;
density X6;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y7 / novarname;
histogram log X6;
density log X6;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y1 / novarname;
histogram X7;
density X7;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y1 / novarname;
histogram log X7;
density log X7;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y2 / novarname;
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histogram X7;
density X7;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y2 / novarname;
histogram log X7;
density log X7;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y3 / novarname;
histogram X7;
density X7;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y3 / novarname;
histogram log X7;
density log X7;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y4 / novarname;
histogram X7;
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density X7;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y4 / novarname;
histogram log X7;
density log X7;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y5 / novarname;
histogram X7;
density X7;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y5 / novarname;
histogram log X7;
density log X7;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y6 / novarname;
histogram X7;
density X7;
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run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y6 / novarname;
histogram log X7;
density log X7;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y7 / novarname;
histogram X7;
density X7;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y7 / novarname;
histogram log X7;
density log X7;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y1 / novarname;
histogram X8;
density X8;
run;
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quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y1 / novarname;
histogram log X8;
density log X8;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y2 / novarname;
histogram X8;
density X8;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y2 / novarname;
histogram log X8;
density log X8;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y3 / novarname;
histogram X8;
density X8;
run;
quit;
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proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y3 / novarname;
histogram log X8;
density log X8;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y4 / novarname;
histogram X8;
density X8;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y4 / novarname;
histogram log X8;
density log X8;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y5 / novarname;
histogram X8;
density X8;
run;
quit;
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proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y5 / novarname;
histogram log X8;
density log X8;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y6 / novarname;
histogram X8;
density X8;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y6 / novarname;
histogram log X8;
density log X8;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y7 / novarname;
histogram X8;
density X8;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
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panelby Y7 / novarname;
histogram log X8;
density log X8;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y1 / novarname;
histogram X9;
density X9;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y1 / novarname;
histogram log X9;
density log X9;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y2 / novarname;
histogram X9;
density X9;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y2 / novarname;
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histogram log X9;
density log X9;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y3 / novarname;
histogram X9;
density X9;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y3 / novarname;
histogram log X9;
density log X9;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y4 / novarname;
histogram X9;
density X9;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y4 / novarname;
histogram log X9;
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density log X9;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y5 / novarname;
histogram X9;
density X9;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y5 / novarname;
histogram log X9;
density log X9;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y6 / novarname;
histogram X9;
density X9;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y6 / novarname;
histogram log X9;
density log X9;
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run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y7 / novarname;
histogram X9;
density X9;
run;
quit;
proc sgpanel Data=Nancy.Mine;
panelby Y7 / novarname;
histogram log X9;
density log X9;
run;
quit;
ODS RTF off;
listing ;
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Appendix C
Detailed results not shown in the
report
This appendix shows all results not shown in the main report.
C.1 Correlation analysis
The correlation analysis between the explanatory variables assessed suggests that some of
the variables are linearly correlated; see Figure C.1 (i.e. X1 and X4, X3 and X5). That
being said, X2 is non-linear as shown by the scatter plots and this is a similar relationship
that would have been outlined if the response variables against the explanatory variable
were graphed as shown below. Section 4.4, referred to this analysis.
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Figure C.1: Correlation analysis of the explanatory variable
120
C.2 Log-transformation predictive power graphical test
The “proc MIXED” approach implemented in Chapter 4 suggests that the MLR approach is
nothing but a generalised linear model under natural log function transformation. This for-
mulation continues and suggests that the generalised linear model follows a normal distribu-
tion and these graphical tests assess the ability of the natural log function’s transformation
in improving normal distribution characteristics in the assessed variables.
Figure C.2: Log transformation predictive power analysis 6
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Graph1: Blast before log transformation under On_reef_dev discrete distribution                                              Graph2: Blast after log transformation under On_reef_dev discrete distribution 
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Figure C.3: Log transformation predictive power analysis 7
         
Graph1: Channel_Width before log transformation under On_reef_dev discrete distribution                                          Graph2: Channel_Width after log transformation under On_reef_dev discrete distribution 
Figure C.4: Log transformation predictive power analysis 8
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Graph1: Replacement_factor before log transformation under On_reef_dev distribution                                                Graph2: Replacement_factor after log transformation under On_reef_dev distribution 
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Figure C.5: Log transformation predictive power analysis 9
           
Graph1: Replacement_factor before log transformation under Off_reef_dev                                                      Graph2: Replacement_factor after log transformation under Off_reef_dev 
Figure C.6: Log transformation predictive power analysis 10
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Graph1: Weighline before log transformation under Off_reef_dev                                                                        Graph2: Weighline after log transformation under Off_reef_dev 
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Figure C.7: Log transformation predictive power analysis 11
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        Graph1: Allow_OB before log transformation under Channel_Dilution                                                                     Graph2: Allow_OB after log transformation under Channel_Dilution 
Figure C.8: Log transformation predictive power analysis 12
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         Graph1: Weighline before log transformation under Channel_Dilution                                                          Graph2: Weighline after log transformation under Channel_Dilution 
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Figure C.9: Log transformation predictive power analysis 13
                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      Graph1: Weighline before log transformation under Current_Sweepings                                                                          Graph2: Weighline after log transformation under Current_Sweepings 
Figure C.10: Log transformation predictive power analysis 14
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       Graph1: Weighline before log transformation under Mill discrete distribution                                                                             Graph2: Weighline after log transformation under Mill discrete distribution 
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Figure C.11: Log transformation predictive power analysis 15
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      Graph1: Channel_Width before log transformation under Mill discrete distribution                                 Graph2: Channel_Width after log transformation under Mill discrete distribution 
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